To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I am deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Linda Lonon Blanton

70435
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Justina Gruling

54403
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Debby Mathis

20735
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kristin Cadman

34236
From: Common Cause on behalf of Romona Czichos
To: FN-OVP-Election Integrity Staff
Subject: Written Comment to Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 4:05:06 AM

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Romona Czichos

95023
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Debby Mathis

20735
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Richard Starr

63376
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kristin Cadman

34236
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

IT'S ALL A SMOKESCREEN TO HIDE THE GOP MANIPULATION OF VOTES VIA THE GOP MANUFACTURERS OF VOTING MACHINES. DON'T YOU KNOW MILLIONS OF AMERICANS KNOW THAT?

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Maris Arnold

94703
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Richard Starr

63376
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Noam Eisen

15208-2401
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Patti Rietcheck

78234
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

John Weeks

60423
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Won Ng

117464902
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Shirley Matulich

93101
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gay Hayward

85120-6482
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dottye Ricks

05654
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

donnasue jacobi

95249
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Rachael Lind

80905
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

chris bennett

38344
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Craig Webster

01506
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kathleen Serrano

19083-3132
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Donna Lyons

44720
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Debra Salcido

91764-2137
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jared Windus

02360
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

marcia spratt

69140
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast--not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Vicki Bamman

97520-1716
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Peg S.

96734
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Brittany Wheeler

85205
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Barbara Silverman

60091
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Terry Copen

77373
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joanne Singer

53129
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Robert Gore

63043-3618
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Sterling

99206
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Craig Stevens

32444
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carole Kuehl

66720
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Robert Scott

37919-9107
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Richard Schwager

93105-2140
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Thomas Wall

87002
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joe Goldberg

98144
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Nanci Leonard

90019
Jul 12, 2017

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Per Wiger

88001
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marjorie Sterling

99206
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Anne Gregory

94303
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Karen McCord

35901
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Linda Andersson

98039
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

William Markey

87507
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Talila Jane Black

90292
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jessica Rodrigues

02889
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

My vote is my business. This is a democracy. We get to speak out and vote as we choose. Don't try to stop my vote.

Sincerely,

Mary Lee Kimberlin

96022
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Anna Nadeau

66209
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Elin R riley-weiss

80026
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Linda Middaugh

85714
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Terry Horowit

12203
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sally Cloud

80221-4637
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jo-Ann Murdach

94541-4504
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jessie Casteel

77035-5043
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sue Luptovic

95129
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marcia Curry

78641
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Brian Smalley

94605-4404
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Jul 12, 2017  

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity  

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

cindy allison

78733
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be used to restrict our right to vote, remove our privacy, improve the use of gerrymandering software to secure Republican victories.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters. We the people are energized to protect our right to vote and to exercise our right by voting.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure all eligible voters can vote and have their votes counted as cast. Illegal voting is rare; election fraud is more common. Requiring a paper print out and open software for all electronic voting machines will help combat election fraud. Modernizing our elections to allow automatic voter registration and holding elections over a two-day period on Saturday and Sunday would increase voter participation.

The freedom to vote is is central to our democratic values; We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect our right to vote. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Diane Ryerson

95521
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

David Ogorzaly

60169-3354
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from voting.

Karen Kish
86 Kingsgate Rd
Lake Oswego, OR

Sincerely,

Karen Kish

97035-1395
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carol Hamilton

46403-2244
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lynn Barlar

63143
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lynne Rooney-Katsma

60543
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Peggy Yeargain-Williams

85268
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Leslie Poynor

94602-3037
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gordon Thornburg

93514
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

Your commission's requests for private voter data is just more voter suppression.

That's why nearly every state election official is refusing to participate.

Election integrity has only 5 requirements.
1. The Voting Rights Act is fully restored.
2. No citizen is ever a victim of voter suppression.
3. Every ballot is counted promptly and accurately and equally.
4. All voting procedures, systems, and data are fully protected against any interference.
5. All registrations and ballots are part of a comprehensive, verifiable, physical audit trail.

The very first thing your commission needs to do is immediately identify how Russians working for Vladimir Putin interfered in the 2016 U.S. election, what damage they caused, and which Americans helped them do it.

Sincerely,

Ned Flaherty

02131-4746
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Caephren McKenna

94610
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Guy Fredette

52806
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

James Evans

53005
Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gerald Suenishi

96817
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kathie Snavely

17368
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. This is not only an effort to limit voting rights, but to create an oligarchy at taxpayers' expense. It's an Outrage.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

James Harris

94305
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Bridget Testa

77289
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Christopher O'Bleness

83404
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. We need to find ways to expand participation in our democracy not suppress it. Spending huge amounts of money on this fruitless exercise to find illegal voters is a sham.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Bruce Sachs

92020-1039
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. It's like collusion with Russia - there is no voter fraud. Believe me.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans. In Georgia, voting machines have no paper trail for backup or recounts. That's not right.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

David Knope

30338
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Justin Boone

90066
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kay and Peter Talbot

98053-6216
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm DEEPLY concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for PRIVATE information about EVERY voter in the country could be the FIRST of many attempts to push nationwide voting RESTRICTIONS.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters ABOVE this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will NOT be intimidated OUT of exercising our freedom to vote.

The BEST way to UPHOLD the integrity of our elections is by making sure EVERY eligible voter can vote and have their vote COUNTED as cast -- NOT using FALSE claims about illegal voting to SUPPRESS votes. MODERNIZING our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are IMPORTANT steps to LOWERING the barriers to participation for ALL Americans.

The FREEDOM to vote is the CORNERSTONE of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will NOT let this Commission INTIMIDATE me or ANY other eligible American from EXERCISING the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Pierre Schlemel

11804
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

William Leppert

95608
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Judy Alter

90045-3034
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sharon Patton

76401
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

marvin cohen

94595
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

Your commission's requests for private voter data is just more voter suppression.

That's why nearly every state election official is refusing to participate.

Election integrity has only 5 requirements.
1. The Voting Rights Act is fully restored.
2. No citizen is ever a victim of voter suppression.
3. Every ballot is counted promptly and accurately and equally.
4. All voting procedures, systems, and data are fully protected against any interference.
5. All registrations and ballots are part of a comprehensive, verifiable, physical audit trail.

The very first thing your commission needs to do is immediately identify how Russians working for Vladimir Putin interfered in the 2016 U.S. election, what damage they caused, and which Americans helped them do it.

Sincerely,

Ned Flaherty

02131-4746
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Donna Alexander

63021
Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Tina. Medeiros

95122-2447
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gail Camhi

94949
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Maria Gibson

80526
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gary Jones

91108-2640
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

sherry pimsler

95462
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Justine Selzer

33023
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kevin Rolfes

78737
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Wayne Tomlinson

94114
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lillian Robertson

33570
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Todd Corbett

97486
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

mark pinter

60510
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Alan Naylor

02118-2533
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Susan Silver

10014
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mary Haines

23185
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Florence McKinley

63112
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

faith franck

89134
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted. As public servants, you should be devoting all of your energies to making sure this happens.

We will not go back to the time when local registrars could turn away anyone for any reason, and, especially in the Deep South, often did so based entirely on skin color.

The bipartisan opposition to you and your project across the states proves that patriotic Republicans as well as Democrats recognize how crucial to our democracy this issue is.

Sincerely,

Alessandra Humpstone

10002
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ronald Tarach

32953
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Srinivasan Ramaswami

85253
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Roger Blair

94555
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jason Hartman

53063
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lara Holbrook

02139
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Tina. Medeiros

95122-2447
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

Your thinly veiled attempt at voter suppression and massaging Mr. Trump's ego is not fooling anyone and is receiving the universal rebuke it deserves. The right to vote is a cornerstone of our democracy and we the people are not going to allow you to take away that right. You should be ashamed.

Sincerely,

Chester Maliszewski

81301
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Jul 11, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mae Hester

66214
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Barb Masiello

98008
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Rochelle Stein

30355-3024
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jeff Alford

95060-9450
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Cathy O'Leary Carey

92128
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Beverly Allphin

94703-1909
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Tom Zamanpour

22033
From: Common Cause on behalf of Danny Dyche
To: FN-OVP-Election Integrity Staff
Subject: Written Comment to Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 5:05:15 AM

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, exclusive use of hand-counted paper ballots, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that the people will do whatever is needed, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Danny Dyche

97123
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Julia McGovern

96796
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lydia Wastell

95476
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

T. F.

10016-9238
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Angelika Schneider

10022
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Richard Collins

01754-2474
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Andre Walter

78756
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Henry Basil

12457
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Astrid Giese-Zimmer

94705
I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Seth Cramer
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ruth Curtis

99507
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jan O'Shea

02451
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

John Goodwin

10016
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Edith Cheney

07201-2736
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ellen Chung

20910
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sarah Martin-Haynor

60660
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Richard Minnick

03060
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

STEPHANIE HOSALA

32907
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joan Vercammen

48085
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

SHIRLEY MURRAY

10475
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gary Smith

06516
From: Common Cause on behalf of Shelly Cash
To: FN-OVP-Election Integrity Staff
Subject: Written Comment to Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 7:35:22 AM

To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Shelly Cash

97471
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Matthew A. Weaver

43430
I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jeff Rosen

10128
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carol Greathouse

44483
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Eric White

12065-8610
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Katherine White

20855
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Barbara MacInnes

21676
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Barry Nathan

48105
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans. And ensuring that all electronic voting machines have reliable security & paper ballot backups will go far to guard against the very real hacking threats which have and continue to jeopardize our election system.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

L Noble

13224
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Peggy Zeil

41011
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Steve Hampel

61832-1125
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Rachael Strauss

60647-2787
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Diane Morgan

32615
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

David Bonnell

75234
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Colby

06443
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

VALERIE NOBLE

28804
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

The state's need to protect private voter information and not turn it over to the federal government. Your task force puts at risk our private information and attempts to interfere with our rights as citizens to vote. I oppose your efforts and applaud the states' refusals to comply. The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Robin Matsuyama

23225
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

A.L. Steiner

12418
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Barbara Rowes

80238-3098
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Christine McCullough

02840
From: Common Cause on behalf of Joyce McCleery
To: FN-OVP-Election Integrity Staff
Subject: Written Comment to Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 8:35:26 AM

To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joyce McCleery

44140
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jackie Morrissey

28782
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Doreen Smithwick

75007-5720
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Anita Das

98125
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Katie Hoffman

53032
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Valerie Langston

53208
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I am very concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Michelle McKenney

03867
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Rita Leone

02135
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jean Buchanan

33619-6669
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

robert arendt

01201
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Barbara Isom

49862
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Roger Massie

22980-6551
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Michael Carrithers

47802
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

John Martin

78750-8228
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Robert Cecil

75070
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Luis Quiñones

32832
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Evidence shows no proof of the claimed rampant voter fraud. Instead, it is falsely used as an attempt to suppress votes. The American people see through this sham and will not stand for it. Why are you afraid to let the people vote? My vote will not be suppressed and I will tirelessly work for everyone else to have that same right.

Sincerely,

Terrie Maines

33629
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Anne Marie Wright

11364
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jason Baldinger

15206
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

Pence-Kobach voter-suppression team - We're onto you, and we will not stand by while you attempt to keep millions of eligible voters from voting. Why are Republicans afraid to let every eligible voter cast a vote? Are they afraid they can't win on their own merits? Then maybe they need to change their merits.

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Tammy Bowen

80304
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lisa Hoffman

33711-1115
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

Hello, I am deeply concerned about the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country. It may well be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

It's reassuring to see that many state election officials put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters.

Please know Americans will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People and others will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I and many, many others will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Elizabeth Freeman

07087
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

June McPherson

85704
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Karabin

23114
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Maurice Lapierre

22207
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Susan Gaw

46203
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

David Burtis

94515
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kenton Lindley

77381
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

C Colket

06002
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

My vote & my voting record are my Personal & Private information... Not for the Republican Party or this illegitimate administration's use!

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Diane Riffe
Denver CO 80237
Driffee@me.com

Sincerely,

Diane Riffe

80237
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sarah Rowe

37215
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carole Mulliken

63301-6217
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dianne Ensign

97219-7655
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marlene Craig

72737
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lela Katzman

12211
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Rebecca Klemme Eliceiri

63119
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Barry De Jasu

01351-0422
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Patricia Hunter

06468
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Van Butler

05403
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

sandy morse

52242
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

cynthia molinero

80047
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Teresa Bart

60014
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Bryer Marnin

50023-5910
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Richard Oloizia

21210-3348
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Julie Meyer

55009
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Taryn Vogt

32803
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Meg Chrisler

27006-6703
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

rosetta woodruff

31017
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Edward Benson

02860
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gail Mathews

02879
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ramón de la Cruz

07024
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Manetric Douglas

46219
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Pearl Korn

10463
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Susan McDonald

32806
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

suzan graiser

12582
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Els Von Huben

61115
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Nguyen Thien

10001
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Charles Brown

01824
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joan Bratkowsky

11365
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Ciarochi

30308
July 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kathleen MacLaughlin

06812-3302
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Elisabeth Marsh

20009
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Bonnie Gauthier

06117
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Goode Beth

90290-2049
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Seie Brigham

87505
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Nguyen Thien

10001
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joan Walker

93514
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joel Boland

08844-4836
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Victoria Derleth

11720
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Melva Perez

78745
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jackie Moore

30168
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Walter Pinkus

85206-2475
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jessica Nabozny

16652
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joanne Moeller

78758
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Theresa graczyk

53227
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Tim Ball

60115-3562
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Patricia Shelton

32940
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jo Ann Fritz

60030
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

David Wroblewski

53202
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

denyse specktor

96137
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Libby Scalise

80916
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carol McDonald

87529
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Stephen Smith
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lauren Moss-Racusin

06238
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joan Kirby-Hromas

87124
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Melvin Rosenblatt

01930-3219
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Trevor Soetaert

78666
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Kellogg

02906
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

-Jul 12, 2017-

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Linda Jalbert

86001-8031
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Thomas Rottmayer

43214
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Betty Sabo

89120
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sandra Chizinsky

05403
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Karen Rector

78756
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jenny Stephens

19446
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kathryn Maier

19607-9561
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Paula McClease

33410-5941
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joanne Campfield

32459
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ron Przybycien

10512-3050
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Daniel Jones

02631
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Daniel Gray

32071
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

penni Fleming

62832
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Janet Powers

17325-2408
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Nina Glasgow

14850-1457
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

J. Heavner

07470
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marian Webster

35811-8006
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Virginia Shaw

06471-1862
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Melissa Paige

10016
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

Voting is done at the STATE level. There is NO need to send ALL of Our personal voting information, including our VOTING HISTORY to a FEDERAL commission that was put in place by a president who has YET to accept that the LAST election was strategically interfered with by a FOREIGN authoritarian government. And whose ONLY initiative to combat that KNOWN assault on our country IS an insane tweet proposing we COLLABORATE with the very SAME Regime who attacked us!! REALLY?? Mr. President and gang, FOCUS on protecting our VOTING SYSTEM from FOREIGN INTERFERENCE FIRST, then talk to me about the 3 million dead, illegal immigrant, and double dipping imaginary voters you THINK cost you the popular vote....SMH!!

Sincerely,

mavis lee

11414
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sarah Bober

06281
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Leah Waltz

33771
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

M.M. Morningfire

10996
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

ARTHUR EVANS

33431-5404
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

James MacRae

98629
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Patricia Whitlock

89108
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Maureen Webb

24531
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Corwin May

30135-2837
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Robin Lande

90036
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Vestuto

60302-1955
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ramerra Lacey

52406
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jeanne Shaw

80231
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

LEO Bierling

63123
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Immaculate Wesley

80203
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Stephen White

01520-1788
I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dianne Ferriss

14850
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Susan Segal-Wood

94558
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Patty Barr

94610
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Timothy Ray

870689369
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Alison Sauve

48239
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Glenn Litton

02476
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sari Spencer

48186
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

A.K. Vincent

55114
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Janet Latham

75428
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kate Sherwood

11561-2615
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Karen Witkus

15205
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Karl Lang

61073
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Selina Sweet

98127
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Paul Ware

98632
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jay Allen

85308-7631
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joanne Jennings Wedt

87110
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Angeline Barretta Herman, PhD

32169
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Angela Coulombe

04103
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Crystal Ringer

85202-6388
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Chris Washington

10019-1140
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Hilda Baeza

11742
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Melba Bailey

32309
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Shannon Bulington

47923
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Meghan B

22032
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Margaret Handley

32819-7813
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Maryann Harvey

08822
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

This is sad. I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Maryjane Genestra

08210
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carol Clarke

19355
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Sandra Indech

94114
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

rebecca lederer

85749
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Nancy Neumann

33756
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Francesca Testa

17601
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I am very fearful that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the beginning of a plan to push nationwide voting restrictions that discriminate against legally qualified voters.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that I will not be intimidated out of exercising my freedom to vote. The bipartisan action in most states to disallow the activities of the Pence-Kobach commission is reassuring me that our country isn't sliding away from our treasured democracy into a hostile dictatorship of the few.

We must uphold the integrity of our elections by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carolyn Herron

56528
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kathe Kaufman

27703
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Karen Ertle
80603
I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ellsworth

53704
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

linda hamer

90277
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Cheryl Ellsworth

53704
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gregory V.

11201
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Donna Rinn

78613
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

We are deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

We're glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and we want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Judith & Edward Cole-Martin

98110
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Crystal Seidel

55110-6704
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Roz Botel

97220
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Eileen Thompson

34134
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Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Casey Marsh

91601
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mary N. Swersey

86001
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jane Stowell

77845
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ellen Gilbert

19809-3432
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

josh romano

90291
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carole Martin

61554
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Donna Plutschuck

80435
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Synn??Ve L??Rssen

54220-7107
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Julienne Sears

98116
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joe Anderson

38570
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Teresa Bradley

60134-2059
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Brittany MacDonald

97230
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Deborah Treat Carlisle

08244
From: Common Cause on behalf of Martha Wolberg
To: FN-OVP-Election Integrity Staff
Subject: Written Comment to Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity
Date: Wednesday, July 12, 2017 1:36:03 PM

To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Martha Wolberg

10003-4253
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

What we need is a secure voting system that can't be manipulated, as electronic voting systems can be. We want PAPER BALLOTS COUNTED BY HAND under the eyes of a range of observers. We want an end to Republican efforts to strip potential Democratic voters from the voting rolls.

The Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country is an invasion of states rights that in no way addresses the need for honest elections and look instead like an effort to centralize and control nationwide voting eligibility.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Charlene Woodcock

94709-1315
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mark Smyth

14478
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Alan Brommel

50021
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned about and desire you to stop the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country. This is a waste of money, time and effort. Individual voter fraud is not an issue. I have worked at polls in three different states over the years and for the past ten in my current state. The ability and interest of individuals to conduct voter fraud are practically negligible. The risks and penalties are too high for any sane person to try to impersonate another voter in person or to vote in multiple states.

Please contact me if you honestly desire to improve election integrity and I can assist you.

Also, given the challenges of cyber security, I do not trust this commission's ability to protect the private information requested. More damage will occur if any of this information becomes tainted or stolen.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter is registered and can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Carol Clarke
19355
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Alejandro Sanchez

60640
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Tim Stevens

55718
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mary MacDonald

87506
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lisa Bradford

22310-2223
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Linda Amspaugh

45056-9137
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Christina Dias

20012
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mark Hemenway

28210
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Cindy Buschena

55112-7848
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jill Franzese

10578
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Bruce McLaughlin

33936
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Bruce Sykes

23185
Jul 12, 2017

Presidental Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marilyn Collins

28405
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

heather bauer

85225
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kathy Mason

48759
I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marion Hewitt

94107
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Manfred Zysk

97013-3958
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Michael Wargo

48073
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Phil Smith

02882-1009
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Heather Bauer

85225-6264
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mark Smyth

14478-9784
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Janet Ross

30607-1915
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Heather Walters

95136
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Veronica Jantzen

27916-9750
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Beverly Bradshaw

22408-2929
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

michaelagelo DeSerio

11215
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Euripides Toro

90041
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kenneth Lowell

60430-2320
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mary deGozzaldi

03467
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Janet Van Orden

02632
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Happy Radaelli

87110-3204
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Janet Lane

32701
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Venta Bosch

02360
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Paul Reed

48823-9622
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Tonjia Phenicie

98409
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marie Huhta

02118
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joanne Rogers

13108-9602
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Eugenia Woerz

98034
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

CHRISTIAAN SIANO

78723
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

carol treu

95954
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Douglas Nishimura

14612
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Richard Han

48103-5290
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Aaron Brady

04102
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Gregory Freeman

85625-6028
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ruby Weeksrdwe@embar

17015
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

JOHN RANTA

44663
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lindsay Ward

98036
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Robert Neuhauser

17602
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Mary Billingsley

27103
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

marjorie curci

98305
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Michael Rosen

60202-1316
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Grace Henning

15235-3526
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Leslie Nagler

08520-3321
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jared Widman

98366
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Angelique Ingram

47201
LET’S MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN LIKE IT WAS BEFORE THE LAST ELECTION.

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jay Augenstein

80526
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Peggy Luna

94523-1537
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote. The secret ballot, the right to vote, the OBLIGATION to work within a democratic framework must not be touched!

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote. When WE THE PEOPLE becomes "we the commission" ... troubles begin to brew ... let this NOT happen.

Sincerely,

James Wiswall

63109-3565
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

William Holmes

45323
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joseph Daniel

48092
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Marita Woods

32404
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ellen Davis

85255
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

miriam cantor

90019-3726
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Shirley Simon

43613-3845
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joseph Polansky

18509-1360
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Kathy Jones

97206
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Paul Chestnut

94306
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

William Merry

73127
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Debra Zannelli

02822
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Reynaldo Hernandez

46601
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Louis Toombs

32669-3348
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Brian Paradise

32082
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hodgkins

75020
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Jeanette DeBenedictis

98005
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

S. Florence

84094-3745
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Neff

48618-9636
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

what you're doing is wrong and impinges on my freedom of speech and the freedom to vote.

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

mary eggers

22151
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

teresa beauregard

70115
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Patricia Reed

88062
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Margaret Hodgkins

75020
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Yoloxochitl Hunter

95060-9650
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joan Berger

48193
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes.

Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Teresa Hill

01908
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

teresa beauregard

70115
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Michael Walraven

60545-1656
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Joseph Kray

81624
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Pamela Clark

94558-1203
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dorothy Del Rose

32128
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Nancy Stamm

34945
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Robert Rivers

27313
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions. I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Deborah Green

87043-9506
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

William Holt

98053
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Morgan Kiser

04084
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dorethea Simone

98607
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Ofelia Lam

33184
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Terry Luster

73013
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

John Cathcart

92116
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Maureen Ray

95945
Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Arnold Ruiz

85043-7580
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Rosemary DeMarois

29466
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Laraine Wright

81212
Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Lynne Nelson

72210
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Virginia King

53144
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

John Thomson

94114
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

Dianne Miller

92103-3710
To contact this constituent by email, please reply to this message.

Jul 12, 2017

Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity

Dear Presidential Advisory Commission on Election Integrity,

I'm deeply concerned that the Pence-Kobach commission's recent request for private information about every voter in the country could be the first of many attempts to push nationwide voting restrictions.

I'm glad that state election officials have put their duty to voters above this partisan attack on voters, and I want you to know that the American people will not be intimidated out of exercising our freedom to vote.

The best way to uphold the integrity of our elections is by making sure every eligible voter can vote and have their vote counted as cast -- not using false claims about illegal voting to suppress votes. Modernizing our elections to allow things like automatic voter registration, Election Day voter registration, and early voting are important steps to lowering the barriers to participation for all Americans.

The freedom to vote is the cornerstone of our democracy, and I know that We The People will do whatever it takes, together, to protect it. I will not let this Commission intimidate me or any other eligible American from exercising the freedom to vote.

Sincerely,

William & Judith Stepan

85331